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Recent slumps in major American stock indices suggest that American investors are becoming somewhat skeptical of risk-on assets in

the near-term, particularly as the yield curve flattens. While some investors have spoken about Bitcoin in terms of a hedge against

inflation and economic uncertainty, recent experience has suggested that Bitcoin (and other major cryptocurrencies) tend to behave

more similar to riskier assets in the market, particularly evidenced by the substantial divergence in the price trends of gold and

Bitcoin over the last 2-3 years. These stresses will likely continue to put negative pressure on Bitcoin, with possible counteraction

from other fundamental factors, such as the recent Paraguayan plan to introduce legislation to bring Bitcoin closer to legal tender.

From a technical perspective, we see Bitcoin’s price swapping between its more recent support and a more long-term support,

marked by lines C and D. Additionally, we see that the price has continued to maintain itself well within the bounds of its recent

downward trend, bounded by line A. However, as the trend line A meets the support zones in C and D, the increased pressure can

trigger a significant price breakout in Area I. If a breakout does occur, the broader downward trend is unlikely to reverse, especially

when viewed in the context of weekly candlesticks which indicate substantial uncertainty among traders in the 30,000 to 38,000

price range. But if Bitcoin does begin to uptrend, it will likely meet substantial resistance at line B, where the price has struggled

recently. If it can overcome that, expect substantial volatility as it establishes resistance and support in Area II, based on previous

behavior in this region.

In the more near-term, particularly over the next two to three days, Bitcoin’s price will likely benefit from recent sentiment and rise

to its longer-term resistance at line A or the upper band on the Bollinger indicator (indicated by the white lines). This is further

supported by a recent crossover on the Klinger Oscillator (on the 4h chart depicted here) and Bitcoin’s recent ability to overcome

resistance at approximately 45 on the RSI/Stochastic indicator.

Consider this analysis in the further context of other cryptocurrencies that have historically been linked to Bitcoin’s price, particularly Litecoin.

Litecoin’s price has historically followed Bitcoin’s closely, and our most recent analysis suggests that this has continued to be the case and will likely

be so for the near future. However, investors should watch for substantial divergences between the prices of these two assets, as one usually follows

the other, to obtain possible breakout signals in the lagging asset.
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Cryptocurrency startup Amber
Group raises $100M
Paraguay to consider legislation in
July to adopt Bitcoin
PayPal plans to add crypto
withdrawal functionality
Increased regulatory scrutiny
forces many Chinese miners to
close shop
Portugal grants its first licenses to
cryptocurrency exchanges
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